Directions
As well as using the Google map to help you find the hotel, it could be useful to print off the
following directions which will take you to our back door! These have been broken down
into 4 basic approaches, but should hopefully help out wherever you are arriving from.
Please scroll down to the one most suitable for you.
Approaching York from A1 North:
Take the A59 road towards York, and follow for approximately 11 miles.
At first roundabout (crossing the A1237) go straight over.
Carry on through residential areas and various sets of traffic lights until you go over an iron
Railway Bridge.
Turn immediately right onto Dalton Terrace after going over the bridge.
Follow the road round to traffic lights, staying in left hand lane.
Turn left at lights and then get immediately into right hand lane.
For our private car park, turn right immediately after the second set of traffic bollards
(between two tall town houses), down Mill Mount Court. The car park is at the end of this
lane.
Alternatively, you can park on Scarcroft Road itself, so instead of turning down Mill Mount
Court, continue to the traffic lights and turn right. You will see the hotel on your right, and
there are usually plenty of parking places on the right hand side, or further down on both
sides.
Approaching York from the A1/M1 South:
Take A64 eastbound towards York.
Take second exit for York - the A1036.
Follow slip road to traffic lights, and go through several sets of traffic lights, following signs
for the City Centre. At first roundabout (passing Tesco on your left) continue straight over
(3rd exit).

Continue down this road, passing the Racecourse on your right, until the road rises slightly
to some traffic lights. Get in the right hand lane, and go straight over.
For our private car park, turn right immediately after the second set of traffic bollards
(between 2 tall town houses), down Mill Mount Court. The car park is at the end of this lane.
Alternatively, you can park on Scarcroft Road itself, so instead of turning down Mill Mount
Court, continue to the traffic lights and turn right. You will see the hotel on your right, and
there are usually plenty of parking places on the right hand side, or further down on both
sides.
Approaching York from the East Coast:
Take theA1079 towards York city centre.
Follow this road for approx. 2 miles until you approach the ancient city walls, with
Walmgate Bar in front of you.
At these traffic lights, turn left, and at the next set of lights go straight over, passing the
Barbican Centre on your left.
Swing left, staying in the left hand lane, and then loop round to the right as you approach
the Mecca Bingo building.
Stay in the left hand lane, going over the river, and continue along Bishopthorpe Road
(passing various shops on both sides) until you come to some traffic lights.
Turn right at these lights, onto Scarcroft Road, and the hotel is at the far end of this road, on
youe left.
For our private car park, turn left at the lights, then immediately left (there is a gap
between 2 tall town houses) down Mill Mount Court. The car park is at the end of this lane.
Alternatively, you can park on Scarcroft Road itself, so before turning left at the lights, look
for a space on either side of the road.
Walking directions from York Railway Station (approx 5 - 10 minutes walk):
Turn right out of the station and follow the road round to the left.
At the top of this road, turn right onto Blossom Street.

Follow Blossom Street until you come to the Odeon Cinema on your right, then cross the
road at the pedestrian crossing.
Continue walking down Blossom Street, you will eventually come to Scarcroft Road on your
left, and the hotel is just around the corner on the opposite side of the road.
WHEREVER YOU ARE COMING FROM, IF AT ANY POINT YOU GET LOST, PLEASE GIVE US A
CALL!

